
Credit Counsel Inc Changes the Healthcare
Industry
Christopher Mihoulides continues to
innovate debt collections in the medical
industry through innovative technology
and customer service. 

MIAMI, FLORIDA, USA, December 19,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- “One of the
largest industries affected by debt
collections is healthcare,” says
Christopher Mihoulides. “We saw a
need that had to be filled with our
team at Credit Counsel Inc.”

Headquartered in South Florida, Credit Counsel Inc has now reached clients around the world.
By engineering technology based on years of feedback and studies, Credit Counsel Inc now
boasts a recovery rate more than double the industry standard, and they show no signs of
slowing down. 

“We mitigate larger clients risk of involvement, by not collecting debt until payment is received,”
explained Christopher Mihoulides. “We have found great success in the healthcare industry by
utilizing a robust collection process through data analysis and business intelligence software.”

Tools like these allow Credit Counsel Inc to provide accurate information to each client, exposing
any risks with larger commercial accounts, especially in healthcare. Healthcare providers
experience a plethora of challenges today including operational costs and logistics, and debt
recovery is a must for them to thrive.
With a dedicated medical team at Credit Counsel inc, they are able to provide excellent solutions
using Credit Counsel Inc’s custom software. 

The medical team at Credit Counsel Inc is able to help businesses retain their patients through a
higher collections rate that benefits both the debtor and the collector, which rarely happens in
debt recovery. 

This is all made possible because of Christopher Mihoulides and his years of experience
servicing larger clients with best in class customer service and engineering software that actually
produces results. 

Especially in healthcare, Credit Counsel Inc has seen great success in repairing relationships with
debtors, yielding a higher rate of payment. 
“Reputation management is extremely crucial to our success,” explained Christopher Mihoulides.
“We want every client that works with Credit Counsel Inc to maintain a great standing in the
community and with their patients.”

Credit Counsel Inc also focuses on helping businesses work with insurance companies that will
not pay out as well. By focusing on every case individually, Credit Counsel Inc is able to help each
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client recover lost debt to claims and inaccuracies and push insurance companies to pay out
what rightfully belongs to its clients.

While Credit Counsel Inc wants to always recover debt for every single client, they also want to
lead the industry with best in class customer service, a mission Christopher Mihoulides set to
make happen over two decades ago. 

To learn more about how Credit Counsel Inc is changing the recovery landscape, connect with
them here.
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